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**Swift Brick Location Requirements:**

The Swift Brick should be located high within the gable wall of the property, ideally at 5 metres high and above and over the level of the insulation zone. Where possible, install in locations that are unlikely to receive large amounts of direct sunlight during the hottest times of the day, ideal places include below the overhang of the verge and barge board.

**Placement options:**

1. Lay the mortar bed for the adjacent bricks, butter the ends and bed them against the product on top of the side support tabs.

2. Continue bricklaying as normal, up to and over the product. Utilise the channel in the top of the product as a mortar key for the course above.

3. In areas prone to severe weather, a horizontal cavity tray such as the Manthorpe GW294/GW295 can be used above the product for additional damp proofing as shown.

**Installation**

1. Brick up to the course that you require the swift brick to be on, continue to lay the course as normal until you approach the position for the product. Ensure that the two adjacent bricks are not laid.

2. Lay a small bed of mortar along the back edge of the course directly below where the swift brick will sit.

3. Bed the product into position, ensuring that the front edge is flush to the brickwork and the central drainage hole aligns with the perp joint of the course below.

4. If the internal skin of masonry is not yet up to the same level, weight the front of the product down with a brick to prevent it from rocking backward.